Abstract-Corner stitching is a technique for representing rectangular two-dimensional objects. It is especially well suited for interactive VLSI layout editing systems. The data structure has two important features: first, empty space is represented explicitly; and second, rectangular areas are stitched together at their corners like a patchwork quilt. This orga nization results in fast algorithms (linear or constant expected time) for searching, creation, deletion, stretching, and compaction. The algorithms are presented under a simplified model of VLSI circuits, and the storage requirements of the structure are discussed. Corner stitching has been implemented in a working layout editor. Initial measurements indicate that it requires about three times as much memory space as the simplest possible representation.
I. INTRODUCTION
I NTERACTIVE LAYOUT tools for integrated circuits place special burdens on their internal data structures. The data structures must be able to deal with large amounts of in form a- tion (one-half million or more geometrical elements in current layouts [7] ) while providing instantaneous response to the de signer. As the complexity of design increases, tools must give more and more powerful assistance to the designer in such areas as routing and validation. To support these intelligent tools, the underlying data structures must provide fast geometrical operations, such as locating neighbors for stretching and com paction, and locating empty space for routing. The data struc tures must also permit fast incremental modification so that they can be used in interactive systems.
Corner stitching is a data-structuring technique that meets these needs. As described here, it is limited to designs with Manhattan fe atures (horizontal and vertical edges only); but within that fr amework it provides a variety of powerful opera tions, such as neighbor-finding, stretching, compaction, and channel-finding. The algorithms for the operations depend only on local information (the objects in the immediate vicinity of the operation). Their expected running times are generally linear in the number of nearby objects; in pathological cases (which are unlikely for actual layouts) the running times may be proportional to the overall design size or to the product of nearby objects and design size. Corner stitching is especially
